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Allan Gardner - “Two Hands”, 2022, Oil on canvas 20 x 20 x 1½ in. | 50.8 x 50.8 x 3.81 cm

New York, NY - Indifferent Stars is the debut US solo exhibition of works by Scottish artist Allan Gardner
(b.1992, Glasgow). His work is well-documented in Europe, evolving from incisive cultural criticism
published by some of the continents most respected publications into an interdisciplinary arts practice
traversing collage, painting, video, sculpture, sound, text and installation.
This rst major US solo exhibition for the artist focuses on the pervasive desire to establish and perform a
socio-cultural identity, even under extreme circumstances. The exhibition, comprising of watercolour, oil
and acrylic paintings as well as a video installation, acts as both an exploration of belonging and selfrepresentation and the complex nature of empathy and social identity. The exhibition is accompanied by a
text from American artist and writer Maggie Dunlap.
Gardner is a proli c artist, interrogating the relationship between subculture and the self through whatever
medium lends itself best. The works included in Indifferent Stars are somewhat of a departure from the
maximalist collage work that Gardner is best known for, instead focusing on the physical properties of
watercolour to produce hazy, dreamlike paintings taken from self-shot and submitted videos from a (now
defunct) Tumblr community of heavy drug-users. In Dunlap's accompanying text, she says:
Susan Sontag describes all photographs as being Memento Mori. “To take a photograph is to participate
in another person’s (or thing’s) mortality, vulnerability, mutability. Precisely by slicing out this moment and
freezing it, all photographs testify to time’s relentless melt.” Though the faces in these watercolors are
melting, relentlessly, the picture won’t scab over or lose any teeth. There are no intra-arterial infections
from injection drug use, no septic shock, no smell of death. The girls are preserved forever in amber on
#tweakernation and in Allan Gardner’s paintings, never growing old, never dying nor recovering, forever
young, beautiful, and high.
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It's important that we note, in spite of its pervasive presence, Indifferent Stars is not a show about drugs.
It positions itself within a complex, unique and at times harrowing digital subculture which, in spite of its
subject matter, behaves in the same way as any other. Herein is the second, subterranean driving force of
the work. There are fans, micro-celebrities, aesthetic homogenies and most importantly a hierarchy of
content creators - focused on beauty. Indifferent Stars tugs at the way beauty affects empathy, that
tragedy is never far from romance and the discomfort of this awareness.

Allan Gardner (b.1992, Glasgow) is a Scottish artist based in Leeds, UK, he studied at Leeds College of
Art and the Royal College of Art. Working across a variety of mediums including painting and collage,
video, sound, sculpture and text, Gardner produces works focused on interrogating the semiotic language
and aesthetic identities of social culture in our time.
His work has been exhibited nationally and internationally, including projects exhibited with the Institute of
Contemporary Arts (London), SCIENCE Museum (London), Tate St. Ives (Cornwall), No Gallery (NYC),
Hannah Barry Gallery (London), Annka Kultys Gallery (London), Cite Des Arts Internationale (Paris), The
Art House (Wake eld) and many more. His writing has been published by Kaleidoscope, Dazed, Sleek,
Mousse, CLOT, The Quietus and many more. His hand made self-published work under the FUTURE OF
NOTHING moniker creates links between art history and contemporary gures like John Duncan, Greg
Araki and Lil Peep and is perennially sold out, in print only and only currently available by trade.
In 2021, he founded SCREW Gallery in Leeds, an artist-run project space with a curatorial focus on the
intersection of art and subculture.
___________________________________________________________________________________
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No is an ambiguously commercial art gallery established in 2019, located in the lowest of the Lower East
Side, Manhattan. Its programming focuses on work which pushes the boundaries of transgression,
working primarily with emerging artists whose practices address the relationship between external and
internal experiences in the contemporary cultural landscape as well mid-career artists with a trail of burnt
bridges behind them.

